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Abstract— History knows much more cases, where people 

have died and aircrafts have been lost, due to disabled flight 

controls. It is very challenging job for aircraft   manufacturing 

agencies to detect the cause of loss after damage of whole 

aircraft. Results shows, that most of the aircraft accidents 

caused due to the loss of hydraulic fluid.  Today, most of the 

hydraulic lines are damaged, all actuators are not provided 

with hydraulic power, so surfaces cannot be moved.  

Hydraulic system are replaced with PBW system, in both 

accident access, crew now somewhat being able to control 

remaining flight control surfaces, which were intact. Even 

damage to all electric channels on one surface, will not lead 

to total loss of control of the remaining flight control surfaces. 

This is because current cannot drain away from aircraft, like 

hydraulic fluid. By analyzing aircraft accident, it can be said, 

that PBW system is safer when impossible things happen, like 

loss of all power supply channels.  This makes us to move 

forward towards more fuel efficient plane or more electric 

aircrafts in future.  Over the past years various industries are 

looking for renewable sources. If we have reasonable way of 

storing cost effectively and efficiently, this energy stored 

dilemma is lowing our adoption of renewable energy. 

Aviation industry is one of the most apparent to see.  As we 

all know, we are going in a world of pushing electric vehicles 

and solar powered homes, yet everytime when we launch it 

burns 147 tons of fossil fuels. Boeing and Airbus are in 

constant battle of creating fuel efficient plane allowing   

customers to save ever increasing fuel cost. Yet they still use 

kerosene. This paper is comparative literature review of 

analyzing some potential problem with PBW technology 

focusing in terms of critical flight control with designing a 

methodology of all electric and more electric control system 

for various applications including flight-critical applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Focus of aviation industries is to design an aircraft with: 

reduce environmental impact, improve fuel efficiency and, 

passenger comfort and many more.   Actuation system 

technology is one of the main contributors and plays 

important role in realization of more Electric Aircraft and all 

electric aircraft concepts. In order to meet these requirements, 

latest new products and derivatives either already entered or 

just coming onto the market for example, B787, A380, F35, 

A320neo, B737max etc, which are able to deliver between 

15-25% lower fuel burn and associated co2 than earlier 

aircraft. Many developments have been done in aircraft 

systems till Fly-by-Wire system, Centralised Hydraulic 

System. This actuation system called Fly-by-Wire is having 

many demerits like continuous power demand, high life cycle 

cost and low efficiency etc. Hence, limits in this system 

makes necessary to look for some change in existing 

technology for moving towards PBW actuation system 

(hybrid/electric). Power-by-wire consists of EHA and EMA 

have low life cycle cost, high efficiency, less overall system 

weight, easy to  maintain , easy to integrate, needs power on 

demand only and very self- contained. This paper aims to 

evaluate every aspects lies in PBW Actuating System 

technologies. Nowadays, a lot emphasis on PBW actuation 

system usage with a following inputs to the actuation system: 

surface position commands, surface rate commands, position 

and rate limit and system status and output from the actuation 

system in terms of surface position and actuator status. By 

critically analyzing various parameters of power-by-wire 

actuation system, some of the problems areas addressed:  (in 

electrical aspects) motor/load inertia ratios, power supply 

and/or conditioning for command processing and motors, 

high-speed switching of electrical power in a range receiving 

some difficult shielding and filtering requirements, lightning 

and effect of the system lying in its own environment should 

be questioned. Today, hydraulic and pneumatic power 

sources are the primary power sources in most of the flight 

functions whereas all the functions of the secondary power 

system are powered by the electrical system. For developing 

a configuration of more electric an all-electric flight in future, 

demands a replacement of pneumatic and hydraulic power 

sources with electrical equivalents ensuring  that much safe 

and secure flight and landing operation , performance and of 

course, cost effective. Even a most advanced Li-ion batteries 

could not store that much energy as compared to kerosene oil 

without making aircraft less heavy after installing   that much 

batteries. Electrical secondary power system is basically a 

representative of a first generation of all-electric aircrafts  

focusing  on advanced technology in fly-by-wire/power-by-

wire maintaining low –risk utility system configuration. 

Various important aspects for more electric and all electric 

system in aircraft should include these aspects of system; 

II. ELECTRIC ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 

The ECS provides a comfortable ambient condition to 

pilot/occupants by maintaining various parameters like 

temperature, pressure, humidity and ventilation. 

An electrically driven Environmental control system 

in aircraft is very important ground rule requirement. Main 

goal of this electrically driven ECS is to minimize power 

consumption without compromising. A basic objective of 

analyzing this ECS system is to minimize the electrical load 

of the motor/compressor with a goal of reduced compressor 

pressure ratio requirements. This motor/compressor load is 

the largest of the total load to be considered. A usage  of ECS 

simulation by computer program  predict system performance 

and  system  requirements for air cycle and heat exchanger 

cooling operation , advancement in this system  result in  

efficiency and weight improvement. 

III. ELECTRIC ACTUATION 

Electric actuators are needed for better electric flight 

operation with same kind of options and information that now 

exist for hydraulic actuators.  Associated hardware cover a 
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range of electric actuators, controllers and linkage should 

meet all airplane actuation requirement economically. 

Electric actuators are very much different in comparison to 

hydraulic actuators which includes areas like: motor 

geometry, torque-speed conversion, actuator connection –

load connections, thermal characteristics etc.  

Super-conducting motors at super- conducting 

temperatures results in appreciable decrease in electric energy 

losses. high power, low-duty-cycle generators could reduce 

brake and system maintenance costs. 

IV. ELECTRIC FLIGHT- CRITICAL FLIGHT CONTROL 

The flight control system of aircraft should be capable of 

maintaining verifiably and extensive use of digital 

computation and signaling. The system indulge should be 

correctly operate throughout the service life, should 

withstand circumstance like lightning strikes, faults occurred 

in electrical system, failure in any component and engine 

failure.  

These are some basic changes towards a world of 

more-electric and all electric flight can solve various 

parameters which is not included in PBW system: 

V. GENERIC FAULT PROTECTION 

A Failure of components should not affect all of abundant set 

of elements of the system simultaneously. There should be 

better approach of generic fault avoidance and generic fault 

detection. In generic avoidance, implementation of 

combination of various hardware, firmware, and software 

reducing operational sequences, this can lead to appreciable 

saving of various hardware and software costs for flight-

control systems. In generic tolerance, it is basically an 

approach   pursued energetically pursued by industry.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Please include a brief summary of the possible clinical 

implications of your work in the conclusion section. Although 

a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not 

replicate the abstract as the conclusion. Consider elaborating 

on the translational importance of the work or suggest 

applications and extensions.  
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